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Boosting your business communication.
Nordixis is all about helping your organization deal
successfully with communication challenges. By means such
as high-quality publications and effective journalism, we
make it easier for you to involve stakeholders and engage
publics.
Whether or not you work with an agency, our small
specialist team can help develop and deliver consistent
messages—resulting in clear and unambiguous information
about your business activities and plans, your values and
aspirations.
As trained and experienced professionals we handle a
fairly broad spectrum of communication, from spreading
your news to delivering courses, from writing compelling
stories to creating stunning visuals.

We’ve been in the business for a good many years and
have learned to focus on top quality and strategic thinking;
special assignments and projects; print and digital media.
Working with Nordixis is a smart and safe way for you
to enhance customer experience and increase brand loyalty,
whether you’re a business, a non-profit, or a government
entity.
In short, we can help produce your campaigns in
such ways as to generate results and achieve rewarding
relationships with your audiences.
Welcome to call us today or send us an email to book
your free appointment.

The No.1 port in Scandinavia

Nordixis. Let’s bring your story to life!

We have no limits. Explore your possibilities
at www.portofgothenburg.com
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With Sweden leading the way, a growing number of ports in Scandinavia are going
through a process of privatization or merger
amid tough competition, as Finland legislates for incorporating municipality-owned
ports. So what’s the status of the planned
merger between the Copenhagen Malmö
Port (CMP) and the Port of Helsingborg?

The Chalmers University of Technology has teamed up with ABB to conduct
more research into smart power grids and
their possible role in making renewable
sources of energy economically viable. Indeed the successful development of smart
grids can be seen as a requirement for the
sustainability of green energy.

32

Small Business:
Fighting for the
Right to Exist

Nordic Oil & Gas: Global Footprint

Nord Stream

Public policy makers like
to highlight the critical importance of small businesses in job
creation, economic growth, and
social stability—yet excessive
red tape poses a serious threat to
SMEs, says UEAPME president
Gunilla Almgren.

44

BRICS and Mortar: The New Normal
As the world’s economic center of
gravity continues to move eastward, Russia
looks to consolidate its position as the leading producer of natural gas—and a crucial
supplier to Europe and Asia.
As far back as 1996, when Russia along
with China and former Soviet states Kazakhstan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan created
the Shanghai Five Organisation to reduce
military forces in their shared border regions,
Russia has been quietly forging commercial
and security relationships that are expanding its sphere of influence beyond its own
borders and around the globe. In 2001 the
Shanghai Five deepened their relationship
and founded the Shanghai Cooperation Or4 • Front Seat Magazine — Vol. 02
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ganisation, admitting a new member to the
club, Uzbekistan.
Meanwhilee, China’s accumulated dollar reserves of more than 2,000bn usd give
it unrivalled financial clout when coupled
with its voracious demand for raw materials
to supply its industrial base. This explains
why more than 25 countries have negotiated
bilateral currency swap facilities with China.
The list includes US allies Australia and Japan, and to the surprise of many, the UK,
which concluded an agreement for a 200bn
rmb swap line in June. It is hard to imagine
a clearer signal of the growing internationalization of the renmimbi and the increasingly
tenuous position of the US dollar.

Active in every corner of the globe, Nordic oil and gas companies have learned to
make good use of their knowledge gained
from the tough conditions of their home
waters.
The discovery of gas in Groningen in
1959 kick-started the development of a major
European energy revolution centered on the
North Sea. Since then, Nordic oil and gas
companies have created a broad footprint on
every continent of the globe. In a period of
forty years Norwegian, Swedish and Danish oil and gas companies have developed a
world-class capability based on the North
Sea, Barents Sea and North Atlantic mar-

Vestas: When
the Wind Blows

gins, which are some of the most demanding
oil and gas environments in the world.
With the onset of declining output
in the North Sea—for example, Norway’s
crude oil production has halved since the
turn of the century—Nordic companies have
sought opportunities further afield through
partnerships.
Nonetheless, the latest jackpot in the
North Sea, the Johan Sverdrup oil field in
the Norwegian sector, is huge. With first
production expected in 2018, the field is estimated to hold up to three billion barrels of
oil, which will be pumped up at a peak rate
of 500,000 barrels per day.

World’s Richest
Sovereign
Wealth Fund
Norway’s 810 billion usd
sovereign wealth fund—biggest
shareholder in Shell and Apple
with average holding in stocks
at 1.2 percent of the world’s listed companies—changes investment strategy. So Scandinavia’s
richest economy is home to the
world’s largest sovereign wealth
fund. The Government Pension Fund Global (GPFG) or
Oljefondet had a reported value
of some 810 billion usd at the
end of October 2013. Norway
struck oil more than 40 years
ago and is Western Europe’s
largest oil and gas producer.
Norway’s oil fund is undertaking a shift in investment
strategy. Already, new inflows
are being directed away from
Europe towards riskier and far
distant emerging markets in
Asia and South America.
Norway’s oil fund is undertaking a shift in investment
strategy. Already, new inflows
are being directed away from
Europe towards riskier and far
distant emerging markets in
Asia and South
America.
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Vestas Wind Systems

Making Renewables
Viable through Smart
Grid Technology

Harald Pettersen / STATOIL

Why Scandinavian
Ports Are
Consolidating

Despite reporting a loss for two consecutive years, Vestas looks poised to defend its
position as the world’s leading manufacturer
of wind turbines.
But with recession in Europe, cut demand, lower subsidies, low-cost competition
from China and over-expansion after the
boom years of the mid 2000s, Denmark’s
Vestas, a one-time star of the wind energy
industry, has been making a loss for around
two years. What’s going on?
Front Seat Magazine — Vol. 02 •
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W

elcome to this second volume of Front Seat Magazine, the
periodical dedicated to quality analyses of issues important to
people in leading positions with Nordic links, whether in business,
government or civil society.
Our cover story this time around is dedicated to energy and the
global footprint of the Nordic oil and gas industry. This is indeed a
fascinating story and an industry that is highly impressive, not least
in its technological capabilities. As oil and gas have to be extracted
in more and more distant areas and increasingly extreme environments, it takes a great deal of specialized skill, expert knowledge
and state-of-the-art technology—not to mention huge amounts of
capital—to participate in that game.
But the world is hungrier than ever for energy as more countries are pushing forward for economic and industrial development.
This underscores the urgency of finding economically viable ways
of getting energy from renewable sources—sustainability is a multifaceted concept that covers ecological, environmental, economic
and social aspects.
Energy resources are clearly seen as a strategic asset in a geopolitical perspective and as the BRICS economies gain more clout,
signs are the center of gravity is shifting toward the east. Russia,
the world’s largest producer of natural gas, is at the heart of this
process and has installed giant transnational pipelines as part of its
vast delivery infrastructure.
The Nordics are involved in the development of energy production in every continent and the significance of this should not be
underestimated. Again it goes to show that the world is becoming
more and more globally interdependent.
In today’s business environment, consolidation across industries
is commonplace. This is certainly true of the ports and logistics sector,
as highlighted in our story on the Scandinavian ports.
We discuss this and much more in this issue—including public
policies on business and how small and medium-sized businesses are
fighting in Brussels to right numerous imbalances that have placed
them at a disadvantage over the years.
And last but not least, we take a look at the Nordic Noir phenomenon—how Nordic crime fiction has conquered the world and
what the prospects might be for this industry going forward. Have
a nice reading.
Bui Tyril, Editor in Chief & Publisher
Front Seat Magazine — Vol. 02 •
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Picked Up

Nokia Shareholders Approve Sale of Handset Business to Microsoft

Cleantech Drives Economic Growth in Finland

At Nokia Corporation’s Extraordinary General Meeting on 19 November,
the shareholders virtually unanimously
decided to confirm and approve the sale
of substantially all of the company’s Devices & Services business to Microsoft in
line with the proposal and recommendation of the Nokia Board of Directors.
That means the sale of Nokia’s mobilephone division to Microsoft for 3.8 billion eur in cash is a reality and Nokia is
out of the mobile handset business.
In early September, after Microsoft’s offer was accepted by Nokia’s board
of directors, Nokia’s then CEO Stephen
Elop—former head of Business Division
at Microsoft—stepped down with a new
contract with Microsoft where he will be

Cleantech was one of Finland’s fastest-growing business sectors in 2012, with
combined turnover at 24.6 billion eur and
annual growth at 15 percent, according to a
survey by Cleantech Finland.
Meanwhile, according to Statistics
Finland, the Finnish GDP diminished by
0.2pc and the combined turnover for Finnish
industrial companies diminished by 0.6pc
in 2012.

in charge of the mobile phone business.
“This is a significant step forward
for Nokia,” said Chairman and interim
CEO Risto Siilasmaa, who called the
agreement with Microsoft “transformative” for Nokia.
“We are delighted that shareholders have given us overwhelmingly strong
support to proceed with this transformative agreement,” Mr. Siilasmaa said,
adding: “Today’s vote brings us closer
to completing a transaction which will
mark the beginning of the next chapter
in Nokia’s near 150-year history, offering
the potential of greater value for shareholders.”
The transaction is expected to close
in the first quarter of 2014, subject to

regulatory approvals and other customary closing conditions, Nokia said in a
statement.
The bulk of the Finnish company
will now consist of Nokia Solutions
and Networks (NSN), a former joint
venture with Germany’s Siemens, today
fully owned by Nokia. The business is
about equipment, software and services
to the telecoms industry, much like that
of Sweden’s Ericsson.
NSN sales hit 8.2bn eur in the first
three quarters of 2013, more than over
half of which came from services—a
close match to the handset business that
is now being taken over by Microsoft
in a bid to boost the Windows Phone
operating environment.

Norwegian Opens in Barcelona, Launches Four New Routes
Norwegian in late November announced its plans to establish a new base
in Barcelona, Spain, in spring 2014.
Along with the new base, the rapidly
expanding airline will launch new routes
from Barcelona to Sandefjord Torp,
Hamburg, Berlin and Warsaw.
The new base in Barcelona is Norwegian’s sixth base in Spain, along with
Madrid, Alicante, Malaga, Las Palmas
and Tenerife.
“We have decided to open a new
base in Barcelona to meet the demand
for non-stop flights to and from Spain’s
second largest city and the capital
of Catalonia,” said CEO Bjørn Kjos.
“Barcelona is one of the world’s most
beautiful cities where we already have a
major presence, but we also see a major
passenger potential ahead. At the same
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time, it is strategically important for us
to establish a base in Barcelona, as we are
considering the airport for future longhaul operations.”
Norwegian will have three new
Boeing 737-800s based at Barcelona-El

Prat Airport and recruit more than 100
pilots and cabin crew locally, the company said. In addition to launching four
new routes it will increase the number
of frequencies on existing routes as of
April 2014.

ICT Conferences For Uganda, Kenya
Business Sweden, the Swedish Ministry for Foreign Affairs and the Swedish Embassy in Nairobi and Kampala in
collaboration with Ericsson are planning
to host ICT (information and communication technology) conferences with
key officials and companies from local
markets as well as Sweden. The dates are
28 January for Kampala and 30 January
for Nairobi, according to Business Sweden, a trade and investment promotion
agency owned jointly by Sweden’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs and the Swedish
Foreign Trade Association.
Key facts listed in connection with
the upcoming events include the following.
• Nairobi is the ICT hub of East Africa.
• There are over 47 million subscribers in Kenya and Uganda.
• Driving the innovation race are
the young urban population on these
markets.

• Mobile data/internet continues to
dominate the internet market, contributing 99.0 percent of the total Internet/
data subscriptions. The number of estimated internet users was recorded at
16.2m in Kenya alone.
• Uganda/Kenya both have 3G net
and 4G/LTE rollout is expected to take
place during 2014 both in Kenya and
Uganda at an estimated cost of 700m
usd.
• Large infrastructure investments
are being made both from the public
side as well as from the major operators
themselves and more the 500 kilometers
of fiber optic cable is being rolled out in
the coming years.
According to Business Sweden,
experts from Ericsson will be on site
in Nairobi and Kampala to share their
thought leadership and expertise in relevant fields of knowledge.

“Finnish cleantech expertise is in high
demand internationally, and Finnish companies have been quick to utilize the market
potential” said Mari Pantsar-Kallio, Strategy
Director for the Cleantech strategy program
at the Finnish Ministry of Employment and
the Economy.
“There has also been strong governmental support to boost cleantech growth,”
Ms. Pantsar-Kallio said according to Finpro.

Over recent years cleantech has
been one of the few growth business areas in Finland in general,
and one of the very few with annual growth of ten per cent or
more, Ms. Kallio said.
“Cleantech has become a
key driver for the Finnish economy,” said Santtu Hulkkonen,
Executive Director of Cleantech
Finland, adding: “Finland has
become a major player in the
global cleantech market, with a
market share of over 1pc.”
Well over the 0.4pc. that
is Finland’s share of the global
business-friendly initiatives,” none of which, GDP.
however, came into action before the report’s
“Small companies in particdeadline prior for the 2014 edition.
ular have terrific growth expec“As a matter of fact we have recently tations—they predict as much as
launched a range of new initiatives which 29pc. sales growth for 2013,” Mr.
will improve the conditions for doing busi- Hulkkonen said.
ness in Denmark even further,” Mr. Hækkerup said. “We have launched a growth
plan which entails lower corporate taxes,
improved access to financing, more public
investment projects and other elements leading to a conducive business environment.”
To accommodate foreign investors,
Denmark has also established a formalized
forum to ensure that investors through the
Invest in Denmark service of the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs obtain easy access to all
government agencies and public authorities.
Doing Business 2014 is the 11th in a
series of annual reports benchmarking the
regulations that affect private sector firms, in
particular small and medium-size enterprises. The report assesses regulations affecting
domestic firms in 189 economies and ranks
the economies in 10 areas of business regulation, such as starting a business, resolving
insolvency and trading across borders. This
year’s report data cover regulations measured
from June 2012 through May 2013.
The report is based on inputs of a network of more than 9,000 local experts who Director General Bente Nylcompare business regulation around the and will continue as head of the
world. This year the top five is unchanged Norwegian Petroleum Direcfrom last year.
torate for another six-year term,
The Doing Business series includes an- effective 1 January 2014, as renual reports going back to 2004, a wide va- solved in 29 November cabinet
riety of subnational studies, and a number of meeting according to the a news
special reports dealing with regions or topics. release from the Directorate.

Denmark (Again) Takes Europe’s Top
Spot in Business—World Bank
For the third consequtive time, the
World Bank has ranked Denmark as the easiest place in Europe to do business. The Doing Business 2014: Understanding Regulations
for Small and Medium-Size Enterprises index,
announced in late October 2013, ranks Denmark as number five in the world, behind
Singapore, Hong Kong, New Zealand and
the US.
“The Danish government continuously
works to improve conditions for doing business in Denmark,” said Nick Hækkerup,
Danish Minister for Trade and European
Affairs, “and I am pleased that this results
in yet another top ranking of Denmark in
the World Bank’s Doing Business report.
This year’s analysis points to the fact that
governments play an important role in creating a business friendly environment, and
Denmark is highlighted as a role model in
this regard.”
In the report, the World Bank states:
“The economies performing best in the Doing
Business rankings therefore are not those with
no regulation but those whose governments
have managed to create rules that facilitate
interactions in the marketplace without
needlessly hindering the development of the
private sector. Ultimately, Doing Business is
about smart regulations, and these can be
provided only by a well-functioning state.”
Denmark retains its position as the best
business destination in Europe despite the
fact that the country has not been credited
for any reforms since the 2013 edition of
the Doing Business report. Nevertheless, the
Danish government, according to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, has launched “several

Director General
Bente Nyland to
Continue for Six
More Years at
Norwegian
Petroleum
Directorate
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Shipping

Little Island’s Big Stake in Sweden’s Shipping Industry

What is it that gives the island of Donsö, near the
city of Gothenburg, such a special significance for
movers and shakers in the Swedish shipping industry?

By Nils-Erik Lindell
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hen you arrive on the small
island of Donsö in Gothenburg’s
southern archipelago, the first thing that
will strike you is the impression of a real
fishing community. Truth be told, quite a
few still active fishermen remain home based
there, however over the years commercial
fishing has largely been replaced by merchant shipping. The island is host to more
shipowners than any other location in Sweden, except for Stockholm and Gothenburg;
with a tiny population of merely 1400 souls,
compared to the 900,000 strong capital and
the 500,000-inhabitant second city, Donsö
retains its position as a major focal centre of
the Swedish shipping industry.

While much of the shipping industry has had its fleets registered in various
offshore jurisdictions, the largest shipowners—such as Stena—have placed their headquarters in Gothenburg, a stone’s throw away
from the island.
“Alongside four large fishing vessels,
more than ten shipowners are based on
Donsö,” says Jonas Backman, managing director of Sirius Shipping.
Every second autumn or so, the Donsö
Shipping Meet (DSM) gathers shipping
professionals from all over Scandinavia and
beyond, highlighting the island’s place in the
industry, with the fourth edition of the trade
event set for 3-4 September 2015.

tional Danish and Norwegian ship registries,
respectively.
“Things have moved fast and some of it
has a bitter taste to it,” Mr. Kristensson says.
“We want to remain Swedish and fortunately
we retain our ship management at Donsö. As
I see it, this is where the real engagement is.”
One evening, Mr. Kristensson says—
some time after he had retired from executive management—his son, who at that point
was the managing director of Tärntank Rederi, called.
“I asked him where he was and he said
he was in Skagen. Then I asked him what he
was doing there, well he said he had moved
over there.”
It turned out much of the shipowner
business previously taken care of through
Tärntank Rederi had been transitioned to
Terntank Rederi.
Research, education:Meanwhile
Sirius, another Donsö shipowner, has placed
its vessels under the DIS.
“For ten to twenty year we have tried
to push for change in the legal and regulatory environment,” says Daniel Backman,
Financial & Safety Manager of Sirius. “Now
we hope something at last could be about
to happen at the national government level.”
So if the business environment were to
change through, for example, the introduction of a tonnage tax (Contd. on page 54)

Tugboat Svitzer Gaia
using her fire cannons
to welcome visitors to
Donsö Shipping Meet
2013 (main).
Sven-Olof Kristensson,
founder of Tärntank
Rederi, flanked by
colleagues—Schikran
Barkarmo, Personnel
Coordinator, left, and
Marianne Bergman,
Chartering Back Office.

Tärntank or Terntank:Sven-Olof
Kristensson, another Donsö shipowner,
founded Tärntank Rederi back in 1958 and
served as the company’s first Managing
Director. Over the years, executive management has been entrusted to the younger generation however it stays within the family
with his daughter Ann Olofsson as Chair of
the board of directors of Tärntank Rederi as
well as of Tern Management, in Skagen,
Denmark. Meanwhile Tryggve Möller holds
the position of Managing Director of Donsöbased Tärntank Management, while Jens P.
Buchhave has been appointed to the helm of
Skagen-based Terntank.
All of the group’s eight vessels are registered in the DIS and the NIS—the interna-

Maria Olsen

Maria Olsen

“There is a deep level of engagement,”
Mr. Backman says. “Every third resident
here works in the shipping business. The
DSM is an example of our fight for the
Swedish shipping business. This time around
[September 2013] we had 160 suppliers, 60
shipowners and 800 participants under the
roof and I think this demonstrated the vitality of our maritime cluster.
“The fact that the Minister for Infrastructure Catharina Elmsäter-Svärd delivered the opening speech hopefully reinforced
our relations with the Ministry of Enterprise,
Energy and Communications, showing that
the maritime business has a future as a viable
sector in Sweden.
“But we need support from the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of the
Environment to achieve a longterm effect,
to strengthen education, recruitment and
research.”
While Donsö may be steeped in the
shipping business, the number of vessels
flying the Swedish flag is limited indeed.
Typically the owners remain resident on
the island, however most of the vessels are
engaged internationally, typically in the
tanker business; besides, the ships are often
too large to call at Donsö.
“The flag jurisdiction is perhaps not
that important per se,” Mr. Backman adds.
“What matters is that we work in the Swedish
shipping business.”
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The Man who    Founded Stena
Mr. Olsson grew up on the island
of Donsö, in the Southern Gothenburg
Archipelago. Life on the island is very
much about family bonds, personal responsibility, prudence, hard work, and
entrepreneurship.
As his father and great role model
was sea captain Gustav Olsson, the
young Mr. Olsson, not surprisingly, also
became a schooner skipper. At age 27,
five years after he had formed his metal
trading company, he purchased his own
schooner. He became a very successful
scrap dealer and was thereby able to lay
the foundation for what later became the
Stena group, today a 60 billion sek business (6.7bn eur or 9bn usd).
Stena Metall remains an important
part of the group and is today the largest
recycling business in the Nordic region.
Stena Fastigheter is one of the largest
property owners in the region. Stena
Bulk, controlled via publicly listed entity
Concordia Maritime is Sweden’s largest tanker shipping business and Stena
Drilling is the only Swedish-owned offshore drilling company.

The first Stena Jutlandica,
delivered in 1973, during
construction.

The towering giant of Sweden’s shipping industry, the late
Sten A. Olsson—the man who built the Stena empire—
remained “a down-to-earth person” who “could talk to anyone.”
By Nils-Erik Lindell
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ntrepreneur, shipowner and
family man Sten Allan Olsson passed
away on 12 July 2013, at the age of 96. Mr.
Olsson founded what became Europe’s largest ferry operator and one of Sweden’s larg-

est privately owned businesses. With some
20,000 employees, the Stena Sphere family of companies includes ferry operations,
tanker shipping, offshore drilling, oil trade,
metal trade, recycling and more.

“He was a down-to-earth person,”
Mr. Kristensson says. “He could talk to
anyone. We owned a yacht together and
would occasionally go fishing and Sten
Allan was very fond of singing Salvation Army hymns as he pulled cod out
of the water. He had such a great voice.
I remember once we called at Frederikshavn [in the north of Jutland, Denmark], where Stena Line had a hotel.
Sten Allan would carry this bucket full
of codfish which he’d gutted on board
and we would walk up to the hotel and
he’d give it to the restaurant chef and
ask him to prepare it. Now before we set
sails towards Sweden we sure enjoyed a
first class meal.”
Mr. Olsson’s son, Dan Sten Olsson, is now the CEO of Stena AB. He
keeps the family connected to Donsö. At
the 2013 edition of the Donsö Shipping
Meet last September, he gave the keynote address at the banquet and vowed
to support the DSM for the next round,
in 2015.
But he prefers not to talk too much
about his family and the island.
“Myths can be great but I don’t like
Unsentimentally Supportive: sentimentality,” he says. “My father nevMr. Olsson moved from the island to er liked the mysterious side of seafaring.
Gothenburg but stayed loal to his native It’s rather about business. I don’t think
island.
Donsö residents are very much aware
“Sten Allan was always a Donsö of my father’s thinking in that respect,
supporter,” says his childhood friend perhaps except for one thing. The ocean
Sven-Olof Kristensson, founder of can be cruel, and so can the shipping
tanker business Tärntank.
business.” []
“All of us on the island are proud of
what he achieved. He was always friendly and humble and was often very handson in helping children and elderly people
who needed some sort of assistance.”
In 1996, when Mr. Olsson turned
80, the Sten A. Olsson Research and
Cultural Foundation was launced, over
the years making donations to, amongst
others, the Chalmers University of
Technology; the Gothenburg School
of Business, Economics and Law;
the Gothenburg Museum of Art; the
Gothenburg Opera; and the Universeum
public science centre.

Stena Drilling’s UK-registered
double-hull ice-class, dynamically
positioned drillship Stena IceMAX,
built in 2011 (top).
Stena Bulk’s Bermuda-registered
chemical and product tanker Stena
Compass, built in 2006 (middle).
Stena Line’s ro-pax ferry Stena
Saga (previously Stena Britannica),
built in 1981 (bottom).
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On File
Thor Pf
Bryggjan 5
FO-420 Hósvík
Faroe Islands
www.thor.fo
thor@thor.fo
Tel.: +298 422503
Fax: +298 422383
CEO: Hans Andrias Joensen
MD Operations:
Gunnbjørn Joensen
Offshore shipping company
specializing in marine seismic
services. Management and
fulfillment service. Owneroperator of fishing vessels.
Fleet:
13 chase/support and guard
vessels. 9 fishing vessels.
4 new newbuild seismic
support vessels ordered with
first delivery in August 2014
Denmark subsidiary:
Thor DK

FAS—the Faroe Islands
International Ship Register:
Fiscal and financial advantages
plus flexible and efficient
public administration.
Faroese flag is internationally
recognized.
Faroe Islands is an Associate
Member of the International
Maritime Organization (IMO).
IMO/ILO conventions are in
force in the Faroe Islands.
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By Bui Tyril
he Faroe Islands International Ship
Register (FAS) is quietly gaining traction as an emerging registry based on international standards with a Nordic identity.
According to Faroese Maritime Authority,
the number of vessels registered in this flag
jurisdiction is fast approaching 100 amid
expectations of steady growth in the years
ahead. To accommodate shipowners who
consider the FAS option, Thor—a rapidly
growing shipping company that specializes
in providing services to the marine seismic
industry as well as owning and operating a
fleet of fishing vessels—has initiated a Management and Fulfillment service department
in the Faroe Islands.
“We offer a range of services according
to the needs and requirements of our clients,”
said managing partner Gunnbjørn Joensen.
“For example, we operate and man vessels on
behalf of foreign shipping companies out of
our head office at Hósvik in the Faroes, acting as agents and management partners for
shipowners who wish to conduct business
under Faroese jurisdiction.”
The first client to sign up for Thor’s
Management and Fulfillment service were
Svitzer Faroe Islands, part of Svitzer, the
global leader in the towage, salvage and
emergency response market with a fleet
of more than 500 vessels. For a number of
Svitzer workboats recently registered under
the Faroese flag, Thor provides a solution
that includes, for example, local office functions, pay roll, crew management and more.
The Faroese maritime industry goes a
long way back as far as concerns commercial fisheries, as the country is surrounded

T

Partial view of the Faroese
capital of Tórshavn with the
local shipyard in the foreground.
MD Operations Gunnbjørn
Joensen, left, with CEO Hans
Andrias Joensen (opposite).
Faroe Islands-registered
workboat Svitzer Gaia (below).

by the sea and has survived and thrived on
products derived from the sea. In merchant
shipping, Faroese captains, navigators and
engineers remain in high demand on board
international vessels, not least Norwegian
and Danish ones.
Fiscal incentives:With the recent development of maritime services in Faroe for
international shipowners, the islanders are
making use of a natural advantage as approximately one-tenth of the Faroese workforce consists of sea officers. Since its legal
framework was redesigned in 2008, the FAS
has seen the number of registered merchant
vessels climbing while at the same time the

position of the Faroe Islands as a reputable flag state has risen.
The FAS offers shipowners a number of financial and operational advantages, including full refund of crew wage
taxes, a fiscally attractive tonnage tax
system, and a highly flexible bareboat
register.
According to Faroese Maritime Authority director general Hans Johannes
á Brúgv, the FAS has had a 172-percent increase in the number of ships
since 2008, to about 90 vessels including tankers, bulk freighters, workboats,
and ferries.
“We are on the White List of the
Paris MoU, and in 2012 we underwent
the voluntary VIMSAS audit,” Mr. á
Brúgv noted.
“All FMA and FAS departments are
ISO 9001 certified. The Faroe Islands
is an Associate Member of the International Maritime Organization (IMO)
and all relevant IMO/ILO conventions
are in force in the Faroes.”
‘Completely international’:

Crews working on FAS-registered ves-

sels pay a 35-percent income tax and are
given proof of payment to avoid double
taxation in their home countries; meanwhile shipowners are refunded 100 percent of the crew income tax. Under the
refund scheme, shipowners receive their
tax refund already within days after payment of monthly wages, which makes it
very cash-flow friendly.
In the FAS tonnage taxation
scheme, a ship’s tax rate is 18 percent
of taxable revenues, which in turn are
calculated from the ship’s net tonnage
as follows:
• Vessels up to 1,000 NT:
6 DKK per 100 NT per on-hire day.

The FAS Bareboat Register gives
vessels access to the Wage Tax Refund
System without the need to fly the Faroese flag. Instead, the flag state in which
the ship is registered offers acceptance
of transfer of the ship’s management to
another country. Also, a vessel charter
contract must be in place.
“The Faroe Islands has a politically
stable environment,” Mr. Joensen said.
“Alongside great tax incentives for shipowners, the public administration is both
accessible and efficient and there are no
burdensome bureaucratic procedures.
And the FAS has no national protectionist measures but is completely based
on international standards.” []
Donsö Shipping Meet 2013

Faroe Islands-based offshore
shipping company Thor adds
a third leg to its growing
international business—
management and fulfillment
services for shipowners that
register their vessels under
Faroese jurisdiction.

Thor    Expands into
Services    under Faroe Flag

Maria Olsen

Shipping—Sponsored Feature

• Vessels over 1,000 NT
up to 10,000 NT:
4 DKK per 100 NT per on-hire day.
• Vessels over 10,000 NT
up to 25,000 NT:
3 DKK per 100 NT per on-hire day.
• Vessels over 25,000 NT:
1 DKK per 100 NT per on-hire day.
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Special Report

Nordic Oil & Gas:    Global Footprint
Active in every corner of the globe, Nordic oil and gas
companies have learned to make good use of their knowledge
gained from the tough conditions of their home waters.
By Nicholas Newman

Harald Pettersen / STATOIL

he discovery of gas in Groningen
in 1959 kick-started the development of
a major European energy revolution centered on the North Sea. Since then, Nordic oil and gas companies have created a
broad footprint on every continent of the globe.
In a period of forty years Norwegian, Swedish
and Danish oil and gas companies have developed a world-class capability based on the
North Sea, Barents Sea and North Atlantic
margins, which are some of the most demanding oil and gas environments in the world.
With the onset of declining output in the
North Sea—for example, Norway’s crude oil
production has halved since the turn of the
century—Nordic companies have sought opportunities further afield through partnerships.
“We expect the production on the Norwegian shelf to go on pretty well until 2020 or
2025 and after that it will fall,” said Torgrim
Reitan, Statoil’s Chief Financial Officer.
Nordic energy companies are now to be
found in the offshore waters of Africa, Australia, and the Americas, as well as on-shore
in northern Africa, Asia, central Europe and
the Middle East.
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View from the Aker
Barents drilling rig
in the Barents Sea.
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North America:North America’s most
exciting energy resources in offshore deep
water and its onshore shale tight rock formations have attracted Statoil as well as Maersk
Oil. Statoil’s entry into the unfamiliar operating environment of the shale rock reserves
in Marcellus, Eagle Ford and Bakken was
realized through joint ventures and the acquisition of local specialist companies such
as Brigham Exploration. The deep waters of
the US Gulf of Mexico are well suited to
those experienced in the North Sea. Statoil
and Maersk Oil hold around 530 active exploration licenses together with major energy company Chevron and others.
To add to their exploration and production activities, Aker Solutions made an
essential contribution to Blind Faith, one
of the deepest producing platforms in the
world being operated by Chevron and partner Anadarko in the ultra-deep water of the
Gulf of Mexico.

Statoil Chief Financial Officer
Torgrim Reitan rings the bell on
the Oslo Stock Exchange on
the 2011 occasion of Statoil’s
10-year anniversary a publicly
listing company (above).

ditions ranging from the Arctic terrain of
Greenland to the dry steppe of Kazakhstan.
Their experience of a wide variety of geological environments, especially cold and deep
water, high pressure and high temperature
environments has built up a deep knowledge
base which has often been leveraged to good
effect in some of the recently discovered
offshore fields off Brazil, Mozambique and
Tanzania.
Today there are around a hundred Nordic oil and gas companies and over six hundred oil-field service companies.
At the forefront of the internationalization of Nordic upstream activities is Statoil,
in which Norway’s government has a majority holding, which has expanded from its
core operational base in the North Sea to
around 35 countries.
Other notable companies include Lundin Petroleum, the Swedish independent exploration and production company, which
operate in two core areas, Norway and Indonesia as well as in France, the Netherlands
and Russia; and Maersk Oil, the Danish oil

focusing on the exploration and appraisal of
oil and gas blocks in partnership with
Sonagol, the state oil company. In nearby
Congo, Maersk FPSO has supplied a FPSO
vessel for the N’Kossa field 50 kilometers
southwest of Djeno, Congo. In Mozambique’s
Rovuma basin, Statoil has with its partner,
ExxonMobil discovered an important new
offshore gas field in 2012. Once developed
this 10-13 Tcf gas field, situated in water
depths of 1,500-3,000 meters, is likely to
become an important source of LNG (liquefied natural gas) for both the Atlantic and
Asian markets by 2018.
Asia-Pacific: Statoil’s experience of US

shale, encouraged its 2012 entry into
Australia via a joint venture with Canada’s
Brazil:Brazil provides an opportunity to Petro Frontier, formed to exploit shale opfully apply Nordic design and technology portunities in the South Georgina Basin of
solutions to deep-water operations. Statoil the Northern Territories. In addition, in
is currently the operator, with a 60% stake, Australia, Aker Solutions is a key subconin the large Peregrino field, lying some 85 tractor for the offshore (Contd. on page 24)
km off the coast of Rio de Janeiro. In addition, Maersk’s FPSO, the Maersk Peregrino,
costing over one billion dollars, began processing oil in April 2011, marking the start
of a 15-year contract between Maersk
FPSOs and Norway’s Statoil in Brazil. In
addition, Aker Solutions provided the designs for three semi-submersible production
platforms destined for deep-water field developments in Brazil for Petrobras, the state
owned oil company.
Africa:There are many Nordic companies

operating in Africa. Their presence, in the
traditional oil and gas provinces of Algeria,
Angola and Nigeria has been well documented. However, Nordic companies are
operating elsewhere in Africa. For instance,
Statoil is working in Angola, a country that
is currently the largest contributor to Statoil’s
production outside Norway. At the same
time, Maersk Oil is also present in Angola,

Two of the four Sleipner
production rigs in the
Sleipner gas field, about 250
kilometers west of Stavanger,
in the Norwegian sector of
the North Sea (above).
Engineers from Aker
Solutions inspecting a
mooring winch (below).

Aker Solutions
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These companies are users and developers of cutting edge technology such
as 3D seismic surveying equipment. They
have also captured a significant market share
in the global fleet of offshore drilling units,
floating production storage and offloading
vessels (FPSOs) and offshore service vessels, which are scattered around the world
to support their own, their partners’ exploration, and production activities as well as to
transport oil from numerous sites around the
world. Nordic field-service companies, such
as Norway’s Aker Solutions, provide well
services, platform and pipeline-construction
engineers and project management for their
clients’ overseas operations.
The world’s largest drilling company,
Seadrill, also has Norwegian roots, although
the company is headquartered in Bermuda.
Another giant of Norwegian origin, today headquartered in London, is Subsea 7, a
company known as a global leader in seabedto-surface engineering and construction.
Nordic oil and gas companies are to be
found in many of the harshest climatic con-

Dag Myrestrand / Statoil

Ole Jørgen Bratland / Statoil

and gas company, operates and produces
around 600,000 barrels of oil equivalent a
day from its home waters around Denmark,
from the UK’s North Sea, as well as Qatar,
Kazakhstan, Brazil and Algeria.
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